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Abstract-we show that the Probenius-Perron operator F’s : L’(X) + L1(X) associated with a 
nonsingular transformation S : X 4 X on a a-finite measure space X is the product of an isometry 
and a weak contraction. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let (X,~P) b e a u-finite measure space, and let S : X + X be a nonsingular transformation; 
i.e., S is measurable and p(S-‘(A)) = 0 for all A E C such that p(A) = 0. In ergodic theory, the 
operator Ps : L1(X, C, p) --+ L1(X, C, ,u) defined implicitly by 
is called the F’robenius-Perron operator associated with S. 
Many problems in physical sciences are related to the problem of the existence of absolutely 
continuous invariant measures [l]. It is obvious from (1) that for f E L1(X, C, p), the measure ,CL~ 
defined by 
CL&~) = A f @ s 
forall AEC, 
which is absolutely continuous with respect to CL, is invariant under S if and only if f is a fixed 
point of Ps. Here, the invariance of the measure pf (under S) means that pf(Sml(A)) = pf(A) 
for every measurable set A. Hence, the problem of the existence of an absolutely continuous 
invariant measure for a nonsingular transformation is equivalent to the fixed point problem of 
the corresponding Fkobenius-Perron operator. 
Recently, some new theoretical analysis of F’robenius-Perron operators have been given in [2-41. 
In this note we show that the F’robenius-Perron operator can be viewed as the product of an 
isometry and a weak contraction, using the concept of conditional expectation in probability 
theory. We first review a new definition of PS which was motivated and developed in [4]. Then 
we prove our main result. 
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2. FROBENIUS-PERRON OPERATORS 
We give an equivalent definition of the Frobenius-Perron operator in this section for later use. 
Throughout the paper we assume that the measure space (X, ,VIC, p) is a-finite as well as the 
measure space (X, C, II). 
First of all, the assumption that S : X -+ X is a nonsingular transformation means that the 
measure p o S-l is absolutely continuous with respect to the measure p. By the Radon-Nikodym 
theorem, there is a unique nonnegative measurable function h such that 
~os-l(A) = 
s 
h+L, VA E C; 
A 
h is called the Radon-Nikodym derivative of p 0 S-l with respect to p, and is denoted by 
h = dpoS-’ 
dp * 
We note that h E L1(X, C,p) ‘f 1 an only if 1-1 o S-l is a finite measure. Also d 
the assumption of the a-finiteness of (X, S-‘C, cl) is equivalent to the condition h(z) < CXII a.e. p. 
Given any f E L1(X, C, p), by the Radon-Nikodym theorem, there exists a unique function 
Ef E L1(X, S-lC, p) such that 
Explicitly, Ef = w, where dpf = f d,u. Since L1 (X, S-lC, CL) C L1 (X, C, p), we obtain 
a linear operator E : L1(X, C,p) + L1(X, C, p) which is called the conditional expectation 
associated with the a-subalgebra S-lC. Note that the operator E is a bounded projection with 
norm 1, and so the range R(E) is closed in L1(X, C, p). See [5] for further details regarding E. 
The following lemma was proved in [4]. 
LEMMA 2.1. For any ,YIC-measurable function f E L1 (X, C, p), there exists a unique g E 
L1(X, C, ~0 S-l) such that g 0 S = f. Moreover, lIgllllOs-l = Ilfllll, where /lgllfiOs-l = sx 191 dp 0 
S-l and Ilfllp = Jx Ifl GL. 
COROLLARY 2.1. Foranyf E Ll(X,C,p), there exists a uniqueg E L1(X,C,p~S-l) such that 
g o S = Ef. Furthermore, IlgllclOs-l = lIEflIp. 
The proof of the following result was given by Ding and Hornor [4]. 
THEOREM 2.1. The fiobenius-Perron operator Ps : L1(X, C, p) --+ L1(X, C, p) can be defined 
as 
&f(x) = h(z) (Ef 0 S-‘(x)) > 
where (Ef) o S-l is the unique g E L’(X, C, CL 0 S-l) such that g o S = E f as in Corollary 2.1. 
3. Ps AS A PRODUCT 
In this section, we show that the Frobenius-Perron operator is the product of an isometry and 
a weak contraction. First we list some properties h in the following proposition. Let supp h = 
{x E X : h(z) # 0). 
PROPOSITION 3.1. supp h = X if and only if the two measures p and I_L o S-l are equivalent. 
Hence, Ps : L’(X, C, p) -+ L’(X, C, CL) is surjective if and only if p(X - supp h) = 0. 
Now we define M : L’(X, C, /I o S-l) + L1(X, C, p) and T : L1(X, C,,p) -+ L1(X, C, p o S-‘) 
by 
Mg = gh, vg E L1 (x,c,pos-1) 
and 
Tf = (Ef)oS-‘, v’f E WX, c, II), 
respectively. M is a usual multiplication operator. Note that Ps = MT. Thus, PS is actually 
the product of two linear operators. 
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LEMMA 3.1. M is isometric and R(M) is isomorphic to L1 (supp h, C n supp h, p). In particular, 
if supp h = X, then M : L1(X, C, p o S-l --f L1(X, C, p) is isomorphic. 
PROOF. Since * 1 
IIMgll, = ]_ WI G = J, Id G 0 S-l = h-&os-1, 
M is an isometry. Now it is easy to see that 
R(M) = {j E L’(X,C,/A) : f(z) = 0,~ E X -supph} 
z L1 (SUPP h, C n SUPP h, cl). I 
LEMMA 3.2. T is a weak contraction; that is, IIT.&,s-I I llfllcl for all f E Ll(X,C,p). 
Moreover, if Ef = f for some f E L’(X,C, /.A), then IIT.&s-l = Ilfll,u. Thus, Ef = f for 
all f E L1 (X, C, p) implies that T is isometric. 
PROOF. The first conclusion comes from Corollary 2.1, since llEfllcl I Ilfllp. If Ef = f for some 
f E L’(X,C,p), then IITfllfiOs-~ = lIEflIp = [IflIp. So the second conclusion follows. I 
Combining Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2, we obtain the following decomposition result immediately. 
THEOREM 3.1. Ps = MT, where M : L’(X, C,p o S-‘) -+ L1(X, C,p) is an isometry, and 
T : L1(X, C, p) ---t L1(X, C, p o S-l) is a weak contraction. 
COROLLARY 3.1. Let f E L’(X,C,p). If Ef = f, then llPsflllL = Ilfll,. Thus, R(E) = 
L1(X, C, p) implies that Ps : L1(X, C, p) + L1(X, C, p) is isometric. 
PROOF. Since Ps = MT and M is isometric, if Ef = f, then lIPsflIp = IjMTfll, = 
IlWpos-1 = ML I 
COROLLARY 3.2. Ll(X,C,p) = N(Ps) @R(E) and Ps~R(E) : R(E) -+ L1(X, C, /.J) is isometric. 
PROOF. Since E : L1(X, C,p) -+ L1(X, C,p) is a positive projection with norm 1, we have 
L1(X, C, /.J) = N(E) @ R(E). 
Since Ps = MT and M is isometric, iV(Ps) = N(T). And since Tf = (Ef) o S-l and 
IIWllpos-1 = IIEfllW we have N(T) = N(E). Thus N(E) = N(Ps). Hence, 
L’(X, C,p) = N(Ps) @ R(E). 
The last conclusion follows from Corollary 3.1. 
Although Ps is not an isometry in general, we have the following proposition. 
I 
PROPOSITION 3.2. lIPsflIp = IIEfllp for ai1 f E L1(X, C, p). 
4. CONCLUSIONS 
Using conditional expectation, we expressed the Frobenius-Perron operator Ps as the product 
of an isometry and a weak contraction. Thus, Ps is isometric if and only if the weak contraction 
is actually an isometry. With this new approach, many properties of Ps depend on those of the 
weak contraction T which itself depends on the conditional expectation operator E. 
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